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Refinement of theP-T phase diagram of barium
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The unusualc/a ratio of the Ba-II/‘‘III’’ hcp phase was investigated as a function of pressure at different
temperatures. The largest deviations from an idealc/a ratio for hcp was observed at room temperature just
before the phase transition from the hcp to the complex Ba-IV phase. At higher temperatures this anomaly
decreases and thec/a ratio approaches the ideal value of hcp Ba-V. This result together with the observation
of a positive slope for theT-P phase boundary from Ba-II/‘‘III’’ to Ba-IV support the view that Ba-IV should
be considered only as a low temperature phase which separates the first hcp phase usually labeled Ba-II/‘‘III’’
at moderate temperatures from the seemingly different second hcp phase Ba-V at higher pressures and ambient
temperatures.@S0163-1829~97!04101-5#
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INTRODUCTION

Although many earlier theoretical and experimen
studies1–5 contributed much to a better understanding
structures and phase boundaries of barium under pres
there remained some puzzling points. Barium and radium
the only alkaline earth metals which crystallize in thecI2
structure at ambient conditions. At 5.5 GPa and room te
perature barium shows its first transition to thehP2
structure.6 This hexagonal structure is characterized by
unusual decrease of thec/a ratio under pressure.4 In contrast
to former differential thermal analysis and resistan
measurements7–9 no further structural phase transition cou
be observed with x-ray diffraction up to 12 GPa whe
barium transforms into the complex Ba-IV structure.1 Above
42 GPa another phase withhP2 structure, Ba-V, was repea
edly observed3,4,10 however, with a nearly normalc/a ratio
of 1.58~2!. Theoretical calculations relate the structural tra
sitions tos→d-electron transfer or in other words to an i
crease in thed-band occupation under pressure.11 Linear
muffin-tin orbital calculations reproduced thecI2→hP2
transition for barium, however, with a transition pressure
10 GPa.12 The use of a ‘‘generalized pseudopotentia
method13 indicates ‘‘transition-metal character’’ for barium
already at zero pressure. However, none of these calcula
considered the complex Ba-IV phase and the upperhP2
phase Ba-V. With the lack of any new experimental eviden
for the II-‘‘III’’ phase transition in the region of the initial
hP2 phase the anomalies in the melting curve between 6
9 GPa present another puzzling phenomenon. Therefor
appeared necessary to check all the phase boundaries
II-‘‘III,’’ and ‘‘III’’-IV also at elevated temperatures.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

High pressures were generated with a diamond a
cell14,15 ~DAC! with samples embedded in a 200mm diam-
eter hole of an inconel gasket. White mineral oil was used
550163-1829/97/55~1!/101~4!/$10.00
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a pressure transmitting medium which protected also
sample against oxidation during the handling on air. Seve
ruby splinters of about 1mm diameter were inserted togeth
with the sample into the gasket hole for pressure determ
tion by the ruby luminescence technique16 using the nonlin-
ear ruby scale.17 Temperatures were measured with
chromel-alumel-thermocouple attached to one of the d
monds. The accuracy of the temperature determination a
sample location is better than64 K since possible tempera
ture gradients were minimized by the use of a conventio
external heating block surrounding the whole DAC. T
thermal insulation of this system left only two small ope
ings on the front and back sides for optical access and
transmission of the synchrotron radiation. The x-ray diffra
tion measurements were performed in the energy disper
mode~EDXD! at HASYLAB ~DESY, Hamburg!. Details of
the EDXD station at HASYLAB have been describe
previously.18,19

Estimates of pressures at elevated temperature were
rived with reasonable accuracy from the measured lattice
rameters by the use of these ambient temperaturep-V data
taking into account the rather small thermal correctio
evaluated in the appropriate high temperature limit of
Mie-Grüneisen approach20 with the form DP53gkDT/V,
whereV stands for the atomic volume,DT for the tempera-
ture difference with respect to ambient temperature,k is the
Boltzmann constant, and the thermodynamic Gru¨neisen pa-
rameterg was estimated with sufficient accuracy for ea
phase from the values forKr8 by the form21 g5(Kr8/2)1«
with «520.560.4. Since this thermal correction amounts
the highest temperatures of the present study just to
60.1 GPa this uncertainty does not reduce the follow
conclusions. Due to the phase mixing also at the phase t
sitions to the newcF4 phase at elevated temperature a
pressures, the equations of state~EOS! for the cI2 and
hP2 phases could be used to put also close limits on
pressures where only this new phase was observed. Typic
101 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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diffraction patterns were recorded in a few minutes and v
ous sequences of measurements at almost constant tem
ture but increasing~or decreasing! pressure were performe
to determine the phase transitions and the variation in
c/a ratio for thehP2 phases also at higher temperatures

A detailed discussion of the EOS data from the pres
study will be given elsewhere.22 However, for completenes
the parametersVr , Kr , and Kr8 for the volume, the bulk
modulus, and its pressure derivative were determined for
cI2 ~Ba-I! and the firsthP2 phase~Ba-II/‘‘III’’ ! from this
study22 together with previous literature data1,4,23,24by least
square fits with a second order Birch equation.25 The param-
eters areV050.06372 nm3, K058.93 GPa,24 K0852.8(5)
usingPr50 GPa for thecI2 phase, andVr50.043(2) nm3,
Kr514(8) GPa, andKr853(2) with Pr55.5 GPa for the
first hP2 phase.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Typical patterns forhP2 Ba-II are shown in Fig. 1 for
7.0, 8.2, and 10.4 GPa. To reduce the texture, the patter
8.2 and 10.4 GPa were recorded with a sample spinn26

The comparison of these patterns with the one for 7.0 G
shows that the smaller intensity of the~100! line in this last
case results just from texture. The large decrease of thec/a
ratio within thehP2 structure of Ba-II is illustrated by the
unusually strong shifts of the~002! and ~004! line in the
spectra which leads to a merging of these two lines with
~101! and ~202! lines, respectively, at pressures above 1
GPa. However, no discontinuous or unusual changes in

FIG. 1. EDXD pattern forhP2 Ba-II at ambient temperatur
and different pressures. Corresponding diffraction peaks are
nected by dotted lines. The unusually strong shift of the~002! line
and its higher order~004! is marked by arrows.
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line positions or intensities are noticed in the pressure ra
around 8 GPa where earlier measurements7,8,27 had given
some indications for a phase transition to a new phase. T
new phase is labeled here now Ba-‘‘III’’ since this transitio
is not confirmed by the present study in close agreement w
some previous measurements.1,4 These authors also could no
find any sign of a phase transition in this pressure range.
possible explanation for the spurious ‘‘observation’’ for
phase transition from Ba-II to ‘‘III’’ can be related to th
observation of a phase transition in BaO~Ref. 28! around 10
GPa, which was also observed in some experiments of
present series when oxidation occurred during the hand
of the sample.

Therefore it can be noted that all spectra for barium in
temperature range up to 300 °C and pressures between 7
12 GPa are perfectly represented by just onehP2 phase with
only continuous changes inc/a as illustrated in Fig. 2 where
the data are plotted with respect to the directly measu
volume to avoid additional uncertainties from pressure e
mates. Most strikingly, Fig. 2 shows a strong temperat
dependence ofc/a at constant volume forV/V0 around 0.5
and the extrapolation of this temperature dependence
higher temperatures indicated in Fig. 2 by three additio
isotherms for 400, 500, and 600 °C, respectively, leads to
suspicion that the anomalous decrease inc/a with increasing
pressure~or decreasing volume! may disappear completely a
elevated temperatures.

Furthermore, Fig. 2 also illustrates that the low press
hP2 phase, now labeled Ba-II for the whole region
1‘‘III,’’ extends to higher pressures~or smaller volumes! at
elevated temperatures. In this figure the dotted line rep
sents the borderline of the stability region ofhP2 below 300
°C according to the present results. The dashed line extra
lates this line just qualitatively to higher temperatures~and
pressures! to point out that for higher pressures a continuo
increase ofc/a along this line towards the more regular va
ues for thehP2 phase~Ba-V! would not contradict any
physical rules. In any case, this region deserves further
perimental investigations and the present study can only g
hints for some likely behavior in this range. Obviously, t

n-

FIG. 2. c/a ratio of hP2 Ba-II andhP2 Ba-V at different pres-
sures and temperatures. Dot-dash lines represent extrapolation
400, 500, and 600 °C. Values of thec/a ratio just before the phase
transition to Ba-IV are given by the dotted curve, which represe
therefore the limit of the stability range for thehP2 structure. A
possible extrapolation of this curve to the data of Ba-V is given
the dashed curve.
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55 103REFINEMENT OF THEP-T PHASE DIAGRAM OF BARIUM
present observation of an extended region of stability
hP2 BaII/‘‘III’’ towards higher pressures at higher temper
tures is in conflict with the conventional phase diagram
barium shown in Fig. 3, where the negative slope of
II/‘‘III’’-IV boundary resulted from a tentative
interpolation27 from ambient temperature to the appare
minimum in the melting curve.8 This interpolation was base
on small discontinuities in the isobaric resistivity measu
ments, illustrated by the open squares in Fig. 3. It should
noted that this interpolation does not perfectly meet th
resistivity anomalies casting some doubts on the significa
of these resistivity data.

Furthermore, one should notice that the temperature s
in the later of the two publications from the same group7,8

was erroneously shifted up by 100 °C and this mistake
not been noticed in recent publications.4,27 The necessary
correction is taken into account in Fig. 3 with the cons
quence that melting data above 10 GPa do not reproduce
third dip in the melting curve near 9 GPa. Obviously th
third dip near 9 GPa is supported only by one data po
from these publications,7,8 and one may have the suspicio
that the temperature values of the second series8 just deviate
from the earlier series7 of the same group. This means th
the experimental evidence for the third triple point appear
be very weak. Additional data on the I-II phase boundary
shown in Fig. 3. These data were obtained by heating
almost constant pressure along the I/II phase line. Due
small decrease of the pressure on heating at constant
the first data point at 103 °C~crossed circle! represents the
first appearance of Ba-I lines in the earlier Ba-II sample.
marginal pressure increase, the sample was completely tr
formed into Ba-II and maintained in this structure upon he
ing up to 150 °C as illustrated by the next data point~full
circle!. Further heating resulted in back transformation
Ba-I ~open circle at 190 °C! and further marginal pressur
increase completed with almost no hysteresis the transfor
tion to Ba-II ~solid circle at 208 °C!. In the same way the
next data points at higher temperatures denote either p

FIG. 3. Phase diagram for barium according to literature d
together with present data for the I-II phase boundary, for the n
cF4 phaseD, as well as for meltingl. Small open and solid
circles represent conditions where purecI2 andhP2 spectra were
observed, respectively. In the same way ranges of phase mixtur
represented by crossed circles. Tags at the left or right side of t
circles mark data points taken after increasing or decreasing
pressure. Large solid circles represent the phase transitions a
bient temperature.
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mixture ~crossed circles! along the Ba-I/II phase line or pur
Ba-II spectra indicated by solid circles.

Thus, up to 300 °C the present data confirm the previ
data for this phase line. However, above 380 °C at 6.8 G
the diffraction spectra show definitely a phase transition t
new cF4 structure. Diffraction spectra for this newcF4
phase are given in Fig. 4 with a sequence for increas
temperature. Increasing pressure at 410 °C to 9 GPa
duces first purecF4 spectra and then gives indications f
the dip in the melting curve near 7.7 GPa by complete los
the diffraction peaks but with constant intensity of the flu
rescence lines and an increase of a diffuse ‘‘backgroun
typical for amorphous or liquid samples. The atomic volum
for the new cF4-Ba-III phase fits to the neighborin
cI2-Ba-I andhP2-Ba-II phases. The total volume decrea
DVI→II of 7.7% splits up into DVI→III'3.3% and
DVIII→II'4.4%. Considering the fact that also BaO at 7 G
and ambient temperature crystallizes in a cubic structur
was carefully checked that neither at the beginning nor at
end of the measurement any oxide was present in this exp
ment and also the lattice parameters would not fit to
literature data for BaO at 7 GPa.28 Therefore a formation of
oxide under this condition can be ruled out. The comparis
of the earlier data with the present results is summarize
Fig. 5 which represents the revised phase diagram
barium. Without the third dip in the melting curve of bariu
near 9 GPa only the dip near 7.7 GPa fits to the pres
results, where it is related on one side to the small stab
range for the newcF4 phase. The observation of this ne
high temperature phase is very surprising. No other alka
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FIG. 4. Typical spectra for the phase transitionshP2→cF4→
liquid for barium. Escape, fluorescence, and gasket peaks are
nected by dotted lines. The arrows on the right side indicate
preceedingP-T change for each pattern.
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104 55MARKUS WINZENICK AND WILFRIED B. HOLZAPFEL
earth metal shows this type of behavior. However, acF4
phase could be rationalized as a precursor for the next c
packedhP2 high pressure phase. Due to the lack of a
recent evidence for the earlier spurious Ba-‘‘III’’ phase, t
assignment of the number III to this new phase can rees
lish a systematic labeling in this phase diagram providin
liquid-I-III-triple point with respect to the earlier determina
tion of the melting curve.29

Furthermore the data on the II-IV boundary from 12 to
GPa together with the temperature dependence of thec/a

FIG. 5. Revised phase diagram for barium. The labeling of
data is the same as in Fig. 3.
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ratio for hP2 Ba-II lead to a significant modification of th
phase diagram, Fig. 5, in comparison with the literature d
presented in Fig. 3.

CONCLUSION

The unexpected observation of acF4 phase in barium
along the melting curve around 5 GPa together with the l
of any evidence for the spurious phase ‘‘III’’ previously a
signed to the region from 8 to 12 GPa at ambient tempera
leads to the designation of Ba-III to this newcF4 phase.
Together with the present first data for the slope of the II/
boundary given in Fig. 5, one finds a drastic change in
topology of the phase diagram for barium along the melt
curve. One can now speculate that the complex phase B
may represent only a ‘‘low temperature’’ structure whic
allows for a connection of the stability regions of bo
hP2 structures Ba-II and Ba-V at high temperatures with
consequence that Ba-V may just be reentrant Ba-II. T
speculation needs however further experimental support
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